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PROFESSIONAL J^SYCHIC AND CRYSTAL=READING.
This course of instruction is fully protected by W.G. Magnuson of The
Occult Science Institute and any infringement on our rights will be dealt
with to the full extent of the law.
All rules and regulations of our contract have been signed and agreed to
by the student, and it is understood, and agreed that the information contained herein will be used for Amusement and Entertainment purposes only,
and it is only on this condition that we are issuing these lessons.
LESSON NO. 1
MEDIUMISTIC CERTIFICATES.
Since we have placed this course on the market, we are going to explain
this interesting subject to the student - a subject so little known and
understood to the average psychic worker and occulist - we would not expect
any student to take advantage of this expose in Mediumistic and Spiritualistic
work, but explain this secret, only so that the reader may be able to satisfy
his own curiosity. This first lesson will be made clear with the use of a
series of questions and their answers.
The following questions and answers pertain to Spiritual work:1.

What is Spiritualism?
Spiritualism is classed as a religion. It is their belief that the
spirits of those who have left this sphere - continue to live in another
world, the world of spirits, and the spirits of the so called dead can, thru
a medium, come back to this earth and communicate with their beloved ones.
2.

What is a Medium?
A medium is one who acts as a go-between those in spirit and those on this
earth plane. He or she has developed mentally, and is enabled thereby to
produce the phenomena, and is constantly in touch with the spirit world.
3.

How are mediums developed?

Medoums are developed thru attending "Developing Circles" held for the
special purpose of developing mediums. "Development" may be recognized by
the would be medium from the fact that during these circles which are held
in a dark seance room, the sitter sees lights, pictures, hears voices calling
out names of those present, and in many cases a "control" which is a spirit
who is interested in the "development" of that particular sitter, will take
control of him and cause him to act the part of the spirit while this spirit
was on this earth plane. Often an Indian Spirit Guide will enter the
sitter's body causing the sitter to leave his chair, and in the dark room
dance the war dance, and issue cries and whoops. When this happens the
sitter is said to be developing very rapidly.
4.

How can one join a "Developing Circle?"
Attend the regular Sunday services of any Spiritualist. Church. Mediums
will gladly volunteer information on circles to "seekers of the truth."
5.

After one has developed as a medium - then what?
The local medium of the Church will ask you if you would like to become
one of their certified co-workers. In other words you are invited to join
them.

6.

Is there an examination to pass?
Yes, but it is not a difficult one. Every Church has a Board. You must
appear before this "board" of say six members, and convince them that you
are a real or genuine message bearer by giving them messages. This is the
only examination, and when passed you are given an application blank to
fill in same, after which the Church officials send to headquarters and get
your certificate as an Associate Minister.
7.

What does an Associate Minister do?
An Associate Minister with a Church must give messages every Sunday at
the regular church service. No pay is connected with this. The message
giving is for the purpose of advertising one's private readings for which
one may receive pay.
8.

Do mediums trust each other and talk common sense?
No, mediums do not take each other in confidence. They each know that
the messages and work they do is fake, and they do know that that of the
rest of the mediums is also fake. They talk to each other like a mind reader
would talk to a sucker.
9.

Do all mediums act ac above?
Yes, all but those who do trumpet and materialization seance work, and
they generally have one or two trusted confederates who do the "dirty work."
10. Is there no other way of becoming a medium?
All Spiritualists Associations take in Individual Members, and Individual Members may otherwise than above obtain their certificates.
11. How are these certificates obtained?
A psychic may write to a spiritualist society and explain that he is
interested in becoming an individual member of the society. That he has
been a medium for a number of years, but only in a private way and that now
the forces tell him that he should put his power to some good use. He asks
for copies of By—Laws and Regulations to be sent, also for a copy of each of
the following Mediums and Psychis's applications, Church Charter, and
affidavits to go with same.
12. What is the next procedure?
On receiving these applications, he fills in the application blank for
medium's certificates, and taking two friends who have known him for over a
year he goes to the office of any Public Notary.
He gets the stamp of the
Public Notary on the affidavit and sends same, with membership fee, to the
headquarters. He also must sign his name to the Creed of the Society he
joins.
13. What is the address of a good association with a low membership fee?
The National Spiritual Alliance, of Lake Pleasant, Mass. Mail addressed
to Shirley Whicher, Secretary.
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What is the membership fee for joining this Alliance?
The fee for Individual Membership is $1.00 per year. Fee for Medium's
or Healer's Certificate is $2.00 per year. Church Charter is granted for
$5.00, but it takes 10 spiritualists to start a church.
15. What good does a Medium's Certificate do?
A certificate for Medium entitles the holder to give spirit communication
in both public and private. The Alliance above mentioned has a defense fund

and if a medium is arrested the Alliance fights the case by supplying
their lawyers etc.
16. Will it take long before one gets a caerificate?
No, the average length of time is about 10 days. A committee at headquarters pass on your application, after which the certificate is sent you
by mail.
17. How about a Minister's Certificate?
This entitles you to perform the marriage ceremony, officiate at funerals
etc., but it has more red tape to it, as after the application blank goes to
the national headquarters, a duly certified Reverend already in the Alliance
and in a large city near your place of residence, must come to your city and
go thru the ceremonies at a public presentation, thus swearing you in as a
Reverend.
18. What kind of questions must one answer to get the Medium's Papers or
Psychic's Certificates?
Just fill in application blank that headquarters mails you. Questions
are along following lines more or lett:- Name, age, nationality, sex, how
long a Spiritualist, how long a medium, have you studied laws of spiritual
membership, what books have you studied regarding spiritualism, is it your
life desire to devote your life to the cause of spiritualism, will you at
all times conduct yourself above reproach if granted vertificates, will you
always denounce anything that may be practiced as Spiritualism but which is
really fraud, etc., etc.
19. Can one get a certificate if known to be a fraud?
No. All applicants must be GENUINE MEDIUMS and fakes are not allowed.
20. Does age make any difference?
No, age makes no difference at all. Many certified psychics are under
age, others are as old as 87 when they get their papers. Age does not count.
21. Can you tell me anything that mediums make use of when applying for a
certificate?
You should have no difficulty in getting a certificate. Yet many mediums,
when applying, may use the following information to good effect:- The
National Spiritual Alliance is "at outs" with the National Spiritualists
Association of Washington, D.C., and when applying to former association they
write that at first they planned to join the National Spiritualists Association, but their friends and acquaintances in spiritualistic work told them
about their (The National Spiritual Alliance) and how it was rapidly growing,
and that in a few years would no doubt have the National Spiritualists
Association off the map, etc., This makes it appear that one is a good
booster, and that is what the Alliance wants. Also they state that at
present they do not wish to affiliate themselves with a local church, but
that as an individual member they could do more for Spiritualism under the
present conditions. They then hand them a line about travelling a great deal
and that they could bring the Truth of Spiritualism to many hundreds etc.
Now this is the first lesson in this course, and as stated before we do not
expect the student to take advantage of the information that is obtained
herein except for amusement purposes.

